Reversible cold lesions of the parahippocampal gyrus in monkeys result in deficits on the delayed match-to-sample and other visual tasks.
Two bilateral cooling probes were placed over the parahippocampal gyrus (pg) and the cortex just dorsolateral to it, the posterior inferotemporal gyrus (p.itg) in 4 Macaca fascicularis. Behavioral tests included: delayed match-to-sample (DMS); the acquisition and retention of single visual discriminations; the acquisition and retention of a concurrent visual discrimination task; and the retention of a spatial reversal task. During cooling of the pg and of the pg and p.itg together, there was a deficit at all delays on DMS. For both the single and concurrent visual discriminations, pg cooling produced an acquisition but not a retention deficit, although the acquisition deficit for the concurrent task was not significant at the 0.05 level. Cooling of p.itg had no significant effect on these tasks. No cooling had any affect on the spatial reversal task. It was concluded that pg serves as an important visual input into the anterior half of the itg for performance of DMS and the acquisition of visual discriminations. For several reasons, it was argued that the deficits were not caused by cooling of the hippocampus.